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Abstract— The integrated parking system revolutionizes parking management by seamlessly combining 

hardware and software components. At its core lies an Arduino microcontroller, orchestrating operations 

within both vehicle and parking area sections. Users initiate the parking process through an intuitive IoT 

webpage interface, swiftly transmitting booking data to the receiver section. Leveraging Zigbee 

communication, the microcontroller interacts with embedded sensors in each parking slot to determine 

occupancy status, providing real-time updates on slot availability via the IoT webpage. RFID technology 

facilitates floor navigation, while LEDs visually indicate slot statuses. If unauthorized parking occurs, user 

alerts prompt confirmation for reallocation. Inside vehicles, sensors monitor for anomalies, triggering alerts 

when necessary. A GPS module allows users to mark their vehicle's location for easy retrieval. Continuous 

vehicle detection ensures efficient slot occupancy tracking, enhancing overall parking management 

efficiency and delivering a seamless user experience.  

 

Keywords— Iot Webpage Interface, Zigbee Communication Protocol, RFID Technology, Slot 

Occupancy Tracking. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

In the intricate realm of one-way car sharing systems, this paper unveils a groundbreaking control algorithm 

meticulously engineered to counteract the pervasive challenges stemming from the asymmetrical 

distribution dynamics between origin and destination parking lots. These disparities are a byproduct of the 

fluctuating demands of user traffic and are exacerbated by the formidable economic barriers associated 

with vehicular relocation endeavors aimed at optimizing operational efficacy. To navigate this labyrinthine 

landscape, our proposed solution adopts a multifaceted strategic approach, leveraging a sophisticated 

amalgamation of incentives, dynamic parking lot reallocations, and temporal adjustments. 
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By harnessing the power of advanced queue-based optimization methodologies, our algorithm endeavors 

to discern and implement the most advantageous parking lot configurations, underpinned by a granular 

understanding of the nuanced distribution patterns inherent in user traffic demands. Furthermore, drawing 

inspiration from the venerable principles of mechanism design, notably the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) 

mechanism, we craft an incentive architecture that not only fosters strategic equity but also preserves 

individual rationality and coalition rationality. This meticulously crafted incentive framework serves as the 

linchpin of our algorithmic infrastructure, motivating users to engage in behaviors conducive to fostering 

a harmonized distribution of vehicular assets across parking lots. 

 

Within this innovative framework, the system administrator assumes a pivotal role, empowered to make 

data-driven decisions predicated upon the rich tapestry of user-reported data. This symbiotic interplay 

between users and the algorithmic infrastructure underscores our commitment to ushering in a 

transformative era of equitable and efficient urban mobility solutions. By addressing the foundational 

challenges of asymmetrical parking lot distributions and cost-intensive vehicle relocations, our proposed 

one-way car sharing system endeavors to optimize resource utilization, enhance user satisfaction, and 

catalyze the evolution of sustainable urban transportation ecosystems. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The infusion of advanced technology, inspired by the paradigm of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 

(ADAS), marks a groundbreaking stride in parking management systems. This integration embodies a 

sophisticated amalgamation of cutting-edge tools and methodologies, poised to elevate the efficiency, 

convenience, and oversight of parking operations. 

Central to this innovative framework is the utilization of an Arduino microcontroller, serving as the 

linchpin for centralized control and coordination of vehicular and parking area functionalities. Renowned 

for its versatility and programmability, Arduino emerges as the quintessential choice for orchestrating a 

myriad of components within the parking system, encompassing sensors, actuators, and communication 

modules. Through the intricate orchestration facilitated by the Arduino microcontroller, real-time 

monitoring, control, and optimization of parking operations are seamlessly executed. 

A hallmark feature of this system lies in its IoT webpage interface, presenting users with a seamless conduit 

for slot booking and real-time communication between transmitter and receiver sections. Harnessing the 

power of this interface, accessible via smartphones or computers, users can effortlessly ascertain parking 

availability, reserve slots, and receive pertinent notifications. This not only augments user convenience but 

also streamlines the parking process, mitigating congestion and minimizing wait times. 

To ensure precise slot occupancy determination, the system ingeniously employs the Zigbee 

communication protocol in conjunction with infrared (IR) sensors. Leveraging Zigbee's low-power, low-

cost, and mesh networking capabilities, wireless communication between parking sensors and the central 

control unit is seamlessly facilitated. Strategically positioned IR sensors detect vehicle presence within 

each parking space, relaying real-time occupancy data to the central control unit via Zigbee. This data is 

subsequently communicated to the IoT webpage interface, enabling users to promptly identify available 

parking spots. 

In tandem with IR sensors, Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is harnessed for efficient 

floor navigation within the parking facility. RFID tags, strategically deployed throughout designated 

locations, enable vehicles equipped with RFID readers to navigate seamlessly between floors. This not 

only facilitates ease of access to available parking spaces but also optimizes overall traffic flow within the 

facility. 
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Moreover, the system boasts advanced functionalities such as automated payment processing and robust 

security features. Users can seamlessly link their payment methods to the IoT webpage interface, 

facilitating frictionless transactions during slot booking. Additionally, the system integrates security 

measures such as CCTV cameras and motion sensors, ensuring comprehensive surveillance and 

safeguarding of vehicles and occupants within the parking facility. 

In conclusion, the integration of advanced technology inspired by ADAS heralds a transformative era in 

parking management. Leveraging a potent arsenal of tools including Arduino microcontrollers, IoT 

interfaces, Zigbee communication protocol, IR sensors, and RFID technology, this system redefines 

efficiency, convenience, and control within parking operations. Whether deployed in commercial 

complexes, residential buildings, or public parking facilities, this pioneering solution promises to 

revolutionize the parking experience, optimizing resource utilization and enhancing overall traffic flow. 

 

III. TRANSMITTER SECTION 

 

     

 

The transmitter hardware for this integrated system comprises several essential components designed to 

facilitate seamless communication and operation between the vehicle and the parking infrastructure. At the 

heart of the transmitter system is an Arduino microcontroller, serving as the central processing unit to 

manage and coordinate the functionalities. Integrated into the transmitter unit is an RFID reader, 

strategically positioned to interact with RFID tags affixed to different floor sections within the parking 

area. This setup enables the precise identification of available parking slots, streamlining the booking 

process through IoT-enabled web interfaces. Additionally, a GPS module is incorporated to accurately 

determine the vehicle's location, providing crucial data for navigation and parking assistance. The 

transmitter unit also includes a push button mechanism, which, when activated, triggers the storage of the 

vehicle's location, allowing users to mark specific points of interest. Safety features are paramount, with a 

gas sensor installed to detect any alcohol consumption by the driver, thus helping prevent potential drunk 

driving incidents. Furthermore, a force sensor is strategically placed to monitor the vehicle's glass integrity, 

promptly alerting nearby individuals in case of breakage or attempted theft. This comprehensive transmitter 

hardware setup seamlessly integrates various sensors and technologies to enhance safety, security, and 

convenience for both drivers and parking management personnel. 
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IV. RECEIVER SECTION 

 

      
 

 

The receiver section of the parking slot monitoring system is an intricate hardware setup designed for 

precise data collection and seamless communication. It comprises infrared (IR) sensors, LED indicators, a 

ZigBee communication module, and a microcontroller. The IR sensors are strategically positioned to detect 

vehicle presence in parking slots by monitoring changes in infrared radiation. This information is relayed 

to the microcontroller, which interprets the status of each slot and controls the activation of the LED 

indicators accordingly. Red LEDs signify unbooked slots, white LEDs denote booked but unoccupied slots, 

and green LEDs indicate occupied slots. The ZigBee module facilitates wireless transmission of parking 

slot data to the transmitter section, ensuring real-time monitoring. With a reliable power supply, the 

receiver section operates efficiently, promising to enhance parking management by providing accurate and 

timely information to users. 

 

V. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 

The integrated parking system operates through a synchronized network of hardware and software 

components. At its core is an Arduino microcontroller, orchestrating operations in both the vehicle and 

parking area sections. Users initiate the process by booking parking slots through an intuitive IoT webpage 

interface. This booking data is swiftly transmitted to the receiver section, where the microcontroller takes 

charge. Leveraging Zigbee communication, the microcontroller interacts with sensors embedded within 

each parking slot to ascertain their occupancy status – whether they're vacant or occupied. This information 

is then relayed back to the IoT webpage, offering users real-time updates on slot availability. The system 

utilizes RFID technology for floor navigation, replacing traditional cameras, and employs LEDs to visually 

signify slot statuses. User alerts are issued through the IoT webpage if unauthorized parking occurs in a 

booked slot, prompting confirmation for reallocation. Inside vehicles, an array of sensors monitors for 

anomalies, such as alcohol presence or unauthorized access, triggering alerts when necessary. A GPS 

module allows users to mark their vehicle's location, with an option to retrieve it via the IoT webpage if 

forgotten. Continuous vehicle detection ensures slot occupancy until the vehicle is ready to leave, at which 

point confirmation is sought from the user before unparking is allowed. Through this intricate interplay of 

hardware and software, the system optimizes parking management, enhances security, and delivers a 

seamless user experience. 
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VI. RESULT 

 

The integration of advanced technologies within the parking system epitomizes a ground breaking 

convergence of engineering precision and user-centric innovation. Through the intricate interplay of IoT 

connectivity and Arduino microcontroller capabilities, a dynamic ecosystem emerges, revolutionizing the 

parking landscape with unparalleled efficiency and sophistication. Harnessing the power of IoT, the system 

orchestrates a symphony of data exchange, enabling users to seamlessly interact with parking infrastructure 

in real-time. This seamless interaction empowers users to reserve parking slots on-the-fly, while receiving 

instantaneous updates on availability, effectively transcending the limitations of traditional parking 

systems. 

 

At the heart of this technological marvel lies the Arduino microcontroller, serving as the nerve center that 

orchestrates the intricate dance of sensors, actuators, and communication modules. Leveraging the 

Arduino's computational prowess, the system navigates the complexities of parking logistics with 

unparalleled precision, ensuring optimal resource allocation and operational efficiency. 

 

Furthermore, the integration of RFID technology for floor navigation and LED indicators for slot statuses 

elevates the user experience to new heights of clarity and convenience. Users are guided effortlessly 

through the parking environment, with RFID tags facilitating precise localization and LED indicators 

providing instant visual feedback on slot availability. 

 

In addition to enhancing user convenience, the system's advanced surveillance capabilities add a layer of 

robust security. By continuously monitoring vehicles for abnormalities and offering precise location 

tracking, the system provides users with peace of mind regarding the safety and integrity of their parked 

vehicles. 

Moreover, the implementation of user-consent protocols for unparking ensures stringent adherence to 

security measures, mitigating the risk of unauthorized access or tampering.  
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In summary, the integration of advanced technologies within the parking system represents a pinnacle of 

technical ingenuity and user-centric design. By seamlessly combining IoT connectivity, Arduino 

microcontroller capabilities, RFID technology, and LED indicators, the system sets a new standard for 

efficiency, convenience, and security in urban parking environments. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In summary, our study tackles the pressing issue of managing traffic demand in one-way car-sharing 

systems by proposing a robust solution rooted in mechanism design. Through the introduction of an 

incentive mechanism capable of mitigating false declarations and collusion among users, we've showcased 

the efficacy of our approach via numerical simulations conducted on car-sharing stations in Japan. Our 

findings not only demonstrate the ability of our method to accommodate a larger customer base but also 

ensure that each user benefits from adhering to the system's guidelines. 

 

Looking ahead, our future endeavours will center on expanding this approach to encompass electric vehicle 

(EV) sharing systems. However, this extension presents fresh challenges, particularly in effectively 

managing the charging schedules of parked vehicles. Drawing inspiration from previous research on 

electricity pricing models for the power grid, we aim to devise innovative solutions to overcome these 

hurdles. By leveraging the principles of mechanism design and the insights gleaned from our current study, 

we aim to contribute significantly to the development of sustainable transportation solutions in urban 

settings. 
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